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Abstract. Calcium phosphate coatings on titanium implants surface, produced by radio frequency (RF) magnetron 
sputtering method with hydroxyapatite solid target were investigated. It was found that produced coatings are calcium 
deficient compared to stoichiometric hydroxyapatite. The surface of the coatings is highly rough at the nanoscale and 
highly elastic. In vivo experiments on rats revealed that titanium implants with the calcium phosphate coatings do not 
cause negative tissue reaction after 6 months incubation period. 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to such physical and mechanical features as high strength, relatively low elastic modulus, high corrosive 
resistance, and biocompatibility confirmed multiple times, titanium and its alloys are used in dental implant 
production, traumatology, orthopedics, maxillofacial surgery, etc. [1, 2]. 

To increase titanium implants ability to integrate with bone tissue, the calcium phosphate coating is formed on 
their surface [3]. Among many calcium phosphate forming methods, the most commercially widespread ones are 
microarc oxidation [4] and plasma spray [5]. Calcium phosphate coatings produced employing these methods are 
characterized by high porosity and highly rough surface, which encourage adhesion and proliferation of stem cells 
and their further differentiation into osteoblasts [6]. One of the main disadvantages of such coatings is their low 
elasticity [7, 8]. It limits their usage for implants functioning in significant flexural deformity environments such as 
titanium mesh, elastic intramedullary nails, etc. 

A promising method of obtaining the calcium phosphate coatings with high adhesion to the implant and high 
elasticity is radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering. This method is applicable for producing calcium phosphate 
coatings on the surface of metallic, ceramic and polymeric implants [9, 10]. 

Widespread commercial use of the RF magnetron sputtering method for the production of calcium phosphate 
coatings is limited by the lack of research in the local impact of the coatings on the surrounding tissue. 

The aim of our research is to study the local tissue reaction to model titanium implants with the calcium 
phosphate coatings produced by the RF magnetron sputtering method. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

To form coatings by means of the RF magnetron sputtering method a hydroxyapatite solid target was used. 
When forming the coating, the following processing parameters were chosen: the frequency of 13.56 MHz, pre-
pressure in the chamber of 5 10–5 Pa, operating pressure Ar of 3 10–1 Pa, volume high-frequency power of 
20 W/cm2. 

The coatings were produced on the surface of the polished titanium discs sized 10×2 mm. Before the formation 
of the coatings, the discs were placed in an ultrasonic bath (Sapfir 5, Russia), and were step-by-step soaked in 
chloroform and in ethyl alcohol. 

A research of coating morphology was carried out by means of a scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) (JCM-
6000 Jeol, Japan). To conduct the research, a thin layer of gold was put on the surface of the coatings during 120 s, 
using the magnetron sputtering system Smart Coater (Jeol, Japan). The coating morphological features (pore size, 
particle size) were defined by means of a program pack Image J 1.38 (National Institutes of Health, USA). 

The surface of coatings was studied using atomic force microscopy (AFM) with high resolution (Solver-HV, 
NT-MDT, Russia). The measurements were performed in the air in ordinary conditions in semi-contact operation 
mode. The obtained images were analyzed using Gwyddion 2.25 software [11].  

Coating elasticity  was studied according to ISO 1519 recommendations: “Paints and varnishes—Bend test 
(cylindrical mandrel)” with the help of the Izgib tool (Gradient-Techno, Russia). In order to evaluate the elasticity 
the coatings were formed on a support sized 120×35×0.3 mm. The coating elasticity value was chosen to be equal to 
the least diameter of a kernel when the bending around kernel does not cause the mechanical destruction or stripping 
of the coating. 

The study of coating element composition was conducted via energy-dispersive analysis method (JCM-6000 Jeol, 
Japan). Estimation of semi-quantitative chemical constitution of the coating was conducted via method of 
3 corrections for effective atomic number, absorption and fluorescence. 

The study of local reaction of surrounding tissue to implantation of model implants with the developed coatings 
into muscular tissue was conducted in 24 wistar rats. Implantation was performed under general mixed anesthesia 
(relanium 0.5% 0.5–0.7 ml intraperitoneally, ketamine 5% 0.3–0.4 ml).The procedures were performed with surgical 
tools and followed aseptic and antiseptics rules. 4 samples were implanted to each animal. The animals were pulled 
out of the experiment in 180 days. We gathered 3–5 mm thick tissues samples adjacent to the implants. The tissue 
samples were fixated in neutral formalin, dehydrated and soaked in paraffin wax to prepare histologic sections 
according to standard methods. The obtained thin (6 m) sections were dewaxed, stained with hematoxylin and 
eosin. To define a tissue type, the obtained sections were subjected to histological examination (MicroImaging, Carl 
Zeiss, Germany). All experiments were conducted subject to rules and principles of humane treatment of laboratory 
animals, stated in [12]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The images of the surface of study samples are shown in the Fig. 1. 
On the surface of polished support (Fig. 1 ) we can observe multiple chaotically placed furrows, typical for 

metal surfaces, exposed to abrasive particle influence. 
The surface of the calcium-phosphate coating produced by RF magnetron sputtering method is presented by 

insular-shaped particles sized 6.3 ± 2.1 m longitudinally and 3.8 ± 0.9 m laterally (Fig. 1b). Roughness parameter 
values for coating surface do not statistically differ from the value for a polished support. The high-resolution image 
of the surface (Fig. 1b, right top) shows that the coating is formed by spherulites with the average diameter of 200 ± 
70 nm. Thus, the surfaces of calcium-phosphate coating produced by RF magnetron sputtering method are 
characterized by developed surface topology on the nanoscale due to the mechanism of their atomic growth. 
Calcium-phosphate coatings produced by RF magnetron sputtering method possess a low elasticity value due to high 
homogeneity on the “micro” scale and relatively low thickness. 

Element composition of the coating produced via RF magnetron sputtering method is as follows: 26 mass. % of 
Titanium (Ti), 3.6 mass. %, of Calcium (Ca), 4.3 mass. % of Phosphorus (P) and 66 mass. % of Oxygen (O). The 
values of content proportion Ca/P in coatings are also less than these values for stoichiometric hydroxyapatite. Value 
decrease effect of the Ca/P proportion during formation of a coating via RF magnetron sputtering is apparently 
caused by kinematical processes during target sputtering, in which mass ratio of target atoms and operating gas, 
energy of ions striking the target and energy of atom bonds on the target surface [13] play a significant role.  
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FIGURE 1. Images of surface of the samples: (a) polished support, (b) calcium-phosphate coating, produced by RFMS 
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Since phosphorus atom mass is less than the one of calcium, the speed of phosphorus sputtering out of targets is 
higher and its quantity on the surface is higher as well. Phosphorus is also sputtered out of the target in the form of 
its combinations with oxygen (PO4

3–, PHO+), which possess bigger mass and their resputtering from the coating is 
hindered. The value decrease effect of the Ca/P proportion was observed by the authors of the work [14]. 

 

STUDY OF LOCAL REACTION OF SURROUNDING TISSUE  
TO IMPLANTATION INTO MUSCULAR TISSUE 

Visual examination of the implantation site has not shown any abnormal inclusions in the surrounding tissue. 
Moreover, no signs of suppuration, inflammation and infiltration of adjacent tissues were observed. The samples 
kept a stable position in the tissue and were surrounded by a transparent fibrous capsule. 

The images of tissue histologic sections surrounding model titanium implants are shown in Fig. 2. 
It can be seen that there are no signs of inflammation in the surrounding tissue after 6 months since titanium 

samples were implanted. The implant is surrounded by dense connective tissue (Figs. 2a, 2b). The titanium samples 
implantation with calcium phosphate coating also led to local inflammation reactions of the surrounding tissue on an 
implant. The implants are separated by a layer of connective tissue which is strongly adhered to muscle 
tissue (Figs. 2 , 2d). 

The conducted study have not revealed any negative reactions to the placement of a model implant with calcium 
phosphate coating, produced by RF magnetron sputtering. Thus, it can be assumed that the obtained coating is 
biocompatible which allows us to proceed to the next step of testing the osteogenic properties of the coatings in in 
vivo systems. 

The research determined that calcium phosphate coatings produced by RF magnetron sputtering are calcium 
deficient compared to stoichiometric hydroxyapatite, they have highly rough surface topology at the nanoscale and 
high elasticity. The obtained calcium phosphate coatings do not cause negative tissue reactions to implantation into 
muscular tissue for up to 6 months. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

FIGURE 2. Tissue histologic sections surrounding model implants: titanium implants (a) ×50, (b) ×200, and 
titanium implants with calcium phosphate coating (c) ×50, (d) ×200 
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